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The focus of this book is a weapon that has literally placed the power of fire in human hands - the
man-portable flamethrower.
This formidable weapon first saw battlefield use in the hands of German troops during World War I, and went
on to arm the forces of many countries in World War II and beyond. Capable of inflicting horrific injuries - or
of using up the oxygen supply inside a building, causing the occupants to suffocate - it projected a stream of
flammable liquid, which could be 'bounced' off the interior surfaces of tunnels, buildings and other defended
structures to reach deep inside a fortification. From its combat debut to its deployment in Vietnam, Chechnya
and elsewhere, the flamethrower has proven to be devastatingly effective, not least because of its huge
psychological impact on enemy troops. Yet despite this, the weapon and its operators have always been
vulnerable, suffering from a very particular set of limitations, all of which are explored here. Featuring expert
analysis, first-hand accounts and a startling array of illustrations and photographs, this is the definitive guide
to an extraordinary chapter in the history of military technology.
Nr. 32. Black Shrimp Var. 2. Dette er en favoritt! Leveres bundet på Mustad 80550 BL trippel krok i str. 6, 8
og 10. Finnes i nettbutikken med samme nr. under. Gasolin.
no Ignitor elektronisk tenning - Glem justering og bytting av stifter, kaldstartproblemer etc. på din klassiker!
Ignitor er et helelektronisk tenningssystem. Nr. 12 Gold`n Blue. Egen komposisjon/mønster, litt doctor

inspirert. En bra flue for hele sesongen. Finnes i nettbutikken under "Laksefluer Dobbel". The X15 is the first
ever commercially available personal flamethrower. Buy your own high quality flamethrower that shoots a
50ft inferno of fiery napalm!

